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Chapter 1 
 

I went to the beach every morning to watch him.  
 
Mr Surfman.  
 
He was sexier than finding Jamie Dornan naked on your bed ready to start massaging you with 
oils that smelled of vanilla and chocolate. Mr Surfman knew what he was doing in the water. He 
was skilled. Commanding the water was effortless for him. His body showed his obvious 
dedication to his craft.  
I noticed him the first morning I went to the beach. His hair was wild and falling across his face. 
He would rake his fingers through his unruly curls to tame them, but they would fall back again 
with every turn of his head. He was gaining my attention without him even realising it. 
 
Every morning was the same; it had been for the last week. I would sit on the sandstone wall 
peering out across the deep blue of the sea, shielding my eyes from the light of the sun reflecting 
off the water. He started his mornings early, but Mr Surfman didn't always surf. Sometimes he 
would swim. Other times he would just sit on his surfboard, legs either side, lost in thought and 
drifting. His hands would reach down into the water and he would gently move forward, then 
he’d stop and repeat the process. 
 
You might be wondering what led me to the water in the first place. That’s easy to answer. My 
mum; she led me there. She died last year. I was an only child and she was my best friend, so I 
took it pretty hard. We used to holiday in Palma on the island of Mallorca every year. Mum loved 
to be close to the sea, so I liked to think she was guiding this little blip of a…what? What was 
this? It couldn't be a mid-life crisis; I was only twenty-four. Maybe it was a breakdown. I didn't 
want to label it. I'd been labelling myself all my life. I didn't need a label to describe the apparent 
poor state of my mental health.  
 
The blip didn't need a label. I was just going to refer to it as a time of reflection, because that’s 
exactly what it was.  
 
Wanting to be close to Mum was, without a doubt, what had led me to the water. I had an ache 
that started when she died and continued to grow as the grief grew roots. That ache spun into a 
desperate need to be near the water. The beach was her happy place. I wanted it to be mine too. I 
could still picture her on the sand, her sarong billowing in the wind as she laughed. I could see 
her holding me, wiping fat tears away from my cheeks because I didn’t like the strange sensation 
of sand between my toes. I wasn’t sure if I remembered that day clearly or if the photo that 
captured it now sparked imagined memories. My heart sank a little when I remembered I had left 
that photo in a frame at the side of my bed in the flat I left seven days ago. Shit. 

I was distracted by my mobile phone, the vibration making me jump. It would be my dad; I 
didn’t need to look. He’d contacted me every day since I left England. He blamed Mum’s death 
for me taking off in what he described as a wildly ridiculous, spur of the moment fantasy, but he didn’t 
know I’d been fantasising about doing this for years—running away, leaving a life that wasn’t 
worth living, and having a chance to start all over again. 
 
I let the call go to voicemail. I took a harsh breath before listening to his message. Hearing his 
voice sparked a mixture of happiness and irritability. He talked about jobs available in local 
supermarkets and retail outlets, a perfume counter, a deli serving the latest in stuffed peppers, a 
call centre dealing with insurance claims. The joy in his voice when he talked about a 
management post made me delete the message immediately. A management post would pay more 
money. Wouldn’t it be great to put that on your CV? No, Dad, it wouldn’t. It would just be another 
mind-numbing job that barely covered the bills despite putting in a fifty-hour week. I shook my 
head knowing that his heart was in the right place. He just wanted me to go home. He was still 
grieving for Mum, and now he was grieving for me, the daughter who always did the right thing 



but was now acting completely out of character. I wondered if I should call him back, pack my 
cases, get on the next flight home, and agree to work in a job that would eventually kill off my 
brain cells until all that was left was mush. My brain was overtaking my heart. It had a habit of 
doing that. Stupid brain.  
 
Sitting with my dad a few days after Mum’s death, still numb to the news that she had gone, a 
bombshell was dropped. Mum had left a will that specifically outlined her wish for me to inherit 
a sum of money she had put aside from her own inheritance. My grandparents had died when I 
was a baby, and as Mum was an only child, she’d inherited their property and received a 
substantial amount of money.  
 
Alongside the money, she’d left me a letter. Out of all the beautiful words contained within in it, 
her pride and her wishes for my future, three words stood out: Take a chance. Why had those 
words touched me so deeply? It could have been because she disliked seeing me in a string of 
jobs I hated, that the confines of needing money to live a life I hated upset her more every day. 
Alternatively, it could have been her wish for me to let everything go in England, travel and start 
a new life, one where she hoped I would finally be happy and free to be the Lucy—her Lucy—
that she’d carried in her arms on the beach with her billowing sarong and happy smile.  
 
Essentially, the money was the gift of life from the woman I loved and admired the most. How 
could I let her down? How could I live with myself knowing she wanted me to do something so 
completely out of my comfort zone? What kind of legacy would it be to her if I’d put it in the 
bank and frittered it away on paying an electricity bill or fixing the boiler? 
 
I would like to say I’d formalised a plan before leaving England; something along the lines of 
letting my flat go, paying off my debts, treating myself to a leather-bound travel journal to plan 
my adventures in self-discovery. That would have been sensible, ideal even, but I decided to run. 
I booked a luxury two-week holiday to Palma. After that, I had no idea what I was going to do 
with my life. My dad believed I was backpacking around the world, destination and return date 
unknown. Holy crap. What had I got myself into? What would I do at the end of this holiday? 
Return home to the safety of a boring job, or take the plunge and honour Mum's wishes to take a 
chance? 
 
The beach was getting busier, and Mr Surfman was getting out of the water ready to start his day. 
For him, it was a sitting on the surfboard, contemplating life kind of morning. I watched him complete 
the same routine he followed every day: putting his surfboard down on the sand before reaching 
behind his head to grab the zip of his wetsuit. My favourite part, the part that didn’t allow me to 
leave the beach until he’d done it, would soon be coming up. Oh lord. The arms came first—left, 
then right—as he shimmied out of his wetsuit and…yes, oh my, yes. He folded the wetsuit over 
until it was resting around his waist, his chest on full display. Sigh.  
 
His shoulders were defined and hard. His lightly tanned skin suited his sun-bleached hair, the 
trail of dark leading down to the ‘v’ of heaven that couldn’t help but cast out invitations to be 
viewed and appreciated.  
 
I drew my knees up to my chest and clasped my arms around them, suddenly feeling a shiver 
creep across my skin. His hand threaded through his curls again before picking up the board. He 
carried it under his arm as he headed for the steps away from the beach. 
 
Gone.  
 
Out of sight.  
 
The same routine every morning. 
 
I suddenly felt the need to cry. It came from nowhere. It was faint at first but I couldn’t let it 



build up. I pressed my fingers against my closed eyes and rubbed them until the feeling passed.  
Grief can take you completely by surprise. As a child, I would put one of Mum's seashells against 
my ear after she told me you could hear the sound of the sea from within it. I knew if I were to 
hold that seashell to my ear now, her laughter would be all that I could hear—sweet, unabashed 
and free. I smiled as I felt her with me, keeping me strong, guiding me. As I turned my head 
against the breeze, I could still hear her. She was surrounding me. I stood up and held my arms 
out at either side of me, tilting my head towards the warmth of the sun. I repeated the words of 
her letter. It’s going to be fine. I’m going to be fine.  
 
I wish I had her confidence. 
  



Chapter 2 
 
I was pretending to be a tourist. Just a tourist having a lovely time on my holidays, not the 
slightest bit worried about my future. I tried to talk myself into the positive viewpoint that being 
alone entitles you to be your own boss. If I wanted to lie on a sun lounger all day, or sit under a 
cold shower to cool the sunburn from lying on a sun lounger all day, I could. 
 
I explored the old parts of Palma, took the sightseeing bus tour, went on the old wooden train 
down to Soller, past the gorgeous olive groves and picture-perfect scenery. I was a tourist; just a 
tourist. I didn’t need to consider what the fuck I would be doing at the end of the week just yet. 
Palma was far too pretty to make me think about things such as where I was going to live or 
what I was going to do with the rest of my life. All I needed to worry about was how hot it was. 
The sun was strong and with my fair skin and blue eyes, I would soon resemble the colour of the 
lobster tails I’d indulged in at the hotel restaurant the previous evening.  
 
As I was pretending to be a tourist, I decided to do the touristy thing of visiting the cathedral.  I 
somehow found myself swallowed up in the beautiful, windy old streets of the city. I soon 
stumbled upon a little shop that had a lovely selection of straw hats hanging from an outside 
display next to the postcards and rosary beads that the tourists from the cathedral seemed to 
love. ‘Don’t you just love the weather? I sell quite a few of those when it’s beautiful like this.’ I 
turned immediately to the familiar accent of home, ignoring the jump in my stomach at the jolt 
of normality. A young woman nodded towards the straw sun hat I was holding against my chest 
and smiled. She was a similar age to me, and in her arms was a black and white Boston terrier, 
who was clearly enjoying the attention as she continually stroked down its ears. ‘Here you go, 
Arlo,’ she said in a baby voice as she settled the dog down next to an old ice cream tub filled with 
water. The dog lapped up the water like it was a novelty; I laughed at his enthusiasm. ‘He hates 
the hot weather,’ she said. ‘Hate’s being kept in the shop even more, but I’m doing it as a favour 
and he’s part of the place.’ 
 
‘He isn’t yours?’  
 
‘Oh my God, you’re English!’ she said, clapping her hands together. ‘I always love it when I hear 
an English accent around here. It immediately makes me smile. Where are you from?’ 
 
‘London, and I know what you mean about hearing a familiar accent.’ Especially when you are alone 
and can only muster up a half-arsed ‘gracias’ in the hope that you can make yourself understood. 
 
‘Makes you think of home, doesn’t it? I was born and raised in Chelmsford, Essex, and no, he’s 
not mine.’ It took me a while to catch up with her, but then I remembered my original question 
about the dog, so I nodded in acknowledgement. She continued at a fast pace. ‘I look after him 
for my brother because he works weird shifts and when he isn't working weird shifts, he's 
working voluntarily. I tell him he should just get a room at the damn place and save the hassle of 
rent because he’s never home, but thankfully he lets me live with him, so I can’t complain.’ She 
pointed to the hat again. ‘You want to buy that? Sunstroke is no fun.’ 
 
‘Yes, I’ll take it, thanks.’ I smiled because her random ramblings reminded me of my best friend 
at home. 
 
She ushered me through to the back of the shop, which was full of the usual touristy knick-
knacks, and pointed a hand-held fan towards me. ‘This is a lifesaver in this heat. I would highly 
recommend it,’ she smiled. I couldn’t help but laugh as she was obviously trying to take full 
advantage of the naïve English tourist unprepared for how hot it was going to get. She smiled 
knowingly. ‘Come on, I have to sell this shit. Help me out. I’m sure it will come in very useful 
when you get home to London. You could blow the smog away on your commute.’ I pulled a 
face at the mention of going home, which made her raise an eyebrow. ‘Hmm, you have a tale to 
tell,’ she said, shaking her finger at me and narrowing her eyes. ‘Spill.’ 



 
‘No tale,' I replied as I dropped a handful of euros on the counter hoping for the best, as I still 
hadn’t figured out the currency. ‘I’m just having a holiday.’ 
 
‘Who are you here with?’ she asked. I shrugged my shoulders and bit my lip. ‘Are you here 
alone?’  
 
‘Yes.’ 
 
‘You don’t have any friends back in England who could have come with you for a fun-filled girlie 
holiday? No sexy boyfriend for a romantic break?' She had a wide-eyed look of wonderment like 
I was a puzzle she was trying to fathom. 
 
‘Yes, I do…it's just…I'm…I…I needed to come here. Something…someone led me here.' The 
puzzled look got deeper around her eyes. There was something kind behind them. I found 
myself wanting to rush out everything I'd held inside for so long. Even my best friend didn't 
know about my mum's letter. ‘My mum died last year. I’ve left my dad back in England and 
I’m…’ She squeezed her eyebrows together waiting for me to finish. ‘I’m—’ 
 
‘Yes,’ she replied, swirling her hand to try to help get my story out. 
 
‘I’m…alone. Lost. Lost and alone. My mum left me some money. She said I needed to start a 
new life. She wants me to find happiness and push myself out of my comfort zone. She wants me 
to travel and see the world. She wants me to take chances and live, but the funny thing is, and 
this will make you laugh, the only thing I can think about is how shit my life is without her in it.' I 
let out a loud sob and covered my face with my hands in embarrassment. I didn't know this girl 
with the kind eyes, friendly smile and familiar accent who had encouraged the truth to burst out. 
I was lost in a city I didn't know with no plan for the future apart from the desperate need to 
make my mum's wish for me a reality. 
 
‘You need a drink.’ The counter lifted at an angle and she pulled me through a beaded curtain at 
the back of the shop. She guided me to sit at a small table and chairs. ‘I’m Tiff, by the way.’ She 
held out her hand but changed her mind and pulled me into a hug instead.  
 
‘Lucy. I’m Lucy,’ I replied as I hugged her tightly, welcoming the warmth of human contact that 
had eluded me for the last week. 
 
‘I didn’t introduce myself earlier, but I should have done before you spilled your guts out to me.’ 
Tiff finally let me go to open a cupboard where she pulled out two glasses. She pushed one 
towards me and retrieved a bottle of whiskey from the back. ‘I’m so sorry to hear about your 
mum. I don’t see mine nearly as much as I want to since moving out here, so your story is a little 
heartbreaking to me.’ She poured two whiskeys and sat down. ‘So you just upped and left 
England and came here. Wow. What made you choose Palma, of all places?’ 
 
‘My mum loved it here. We used to come every summer when I was a kid. It made sense to come 
somewhere familiar,’ I replied as I wafted at my feet in fear of a mosquito. They had been eating 
me alive since I’d arrived, but when I looked down, I saw Arlo sitting there. I petted his head and 
I could have sworn he nestled into me. 
 
‘That does make sense,’ Tiff said. ‘How long are you here for?’  
 
‘Another week.’ 
 
‘And then?’ she asked. 
 
‘Honestly? I don’t know.’ Tiff took a large drink. ‘I bet you think I’m mad,’ I said. 



 
‘No. If you really want to know, I think you're brave.’ 
 
I snorted. ‘Not brave, not at all. I’m running away. The morning I left, I shut the door stepping 
over the pile of bills on the doormat. I just totally ignored them and fled.’ 
 
‘We’re all running away from something. Why do you think I’m here?’ she asked. ‘I was with a 
guy since college who liked to think he could put his hands on me. I knew I needed to get out, so 
I came here with nothing apart from an address for my brother. As you can see, I’ve never 
looked back.’ Tiff knocked the rim of her glass into mine and smiled. ‘I know it’s not the same 
situation as yours, I had family here, but you need to forget this bullshit about not being brave. 
You’re fucking amazing to do this,’ she smiled. ‘The rest you can work out later.’ 
  



Chapter 3 
 
After leaving the shop with a new straw hat, a mini fan, a crystal for luck, and a tipsy sway to my 
walk, I decided to follow the familiar pull to the beach. I spent the rest of the afternoon with 
Tiff, who closed the shop and bypassed her afternoon siesta to ask me more about the life I’d left 
behind. We had similar background stories, apart from the abusive ex-boyfriend. I didn't have 
much experience in the boyfriend department other than a few disappointing dates. Tiff had 
fallen into unfulfilling jobs and struggled to pay the bills, admitting they were a big part of why 
she’d stayed with her ex for so long. I could see it was hard for her to admit. She made me laugh 
when the tears threatened to spill and offered more alcohol when they eventually did. We 
exchanged phone numbers. I promised to call her to arrange a night out later in the week. 
Surprisingly, just knowing I had someone to call lifted the weight of loneliness that was sitting 
heavy on my chest. 
 
The sun was not so punishing now it was late afternoon. A slight breeze blew the palm trees as I 
made my way back to the beach. Families were leaving ready to wash the day off and head out 
for something to eat, but there were still some people sunbathing and making their way to the 
water to cool down. I meandered through the umbrellas and sun loungers until I found one 
empty. I dropped my bag, took off my new hat, and lay back on the sun lounger. 
 
It was at peaceful times like this when I could take in the sound of the waves that I fully 
understood why Mum liked it at the beach so much. Looking out across the water had a great 
way of grounding people. The expanse of sea reminding you there is so much more to the world 
than just your life and your problems. I started to settle back, my arms above my head and a 
smile on my face. I started to think about the endless possibilities of what I could do next with 
my life, which began to cause a stir of excitement rather than full on body shakes. 
 
After jotting down a few ideas, some whimsical and some more probable, I was distracted by a 
little boy running down to the tide. I laughed as he did, totally caught in the moment as he aimed 
for the sea. His father was running behind him trying to catch up, and that was when I saw 
him—him—Mr Surfman—emerging from the water like a Greek god. 
 
The sun was lower as it was early evening. The light settled around him and bounced off the 
water, making him sparkle and shine. The shadows of the drips falling from his sculpted body 
alongside the halo of the sun made it look like a scene from a Bond film. I crossed my legs, 
pushed my sunglasses up with my finger, and momentarily had a lapse in brain function as I saw 
he was walking closer and closer towards me. He raked his hand through that wonderfully floppy 
hair of his and finally rested his hand lightly on his left bicep. I only realised I was smiling like a 
freak when he was standing in front of me. 
 
‘Hi, don’t I know you?’ His English accent made me smile. It was his blue eyes next. ‘You’re the 
girl who sits over there in the morning, aren’t you?’ His long, lean fingers pointed over to my 
sitting spot. Holy cow, he had noticed me. ‘You like to watch the surfers or…maybe 
not…perhaps you just like the peace of the beach at that time in the morning, and I’m mumbling 
presumptions and you’re probably hoping I go away,’ he laughed lightly as he picked up a towel 
from the sun longer behind me.  
 
‘Oh, no. Don’t go away.’ Calm down, Lucy. ‘I mean, it’s fine. You can stay. I’m happy to talk.’ 
Happy to talk? He’s going to think I’m a prize idiot. 
 
‘It is you then? It's just I recognised your hair. When you have it down, it gets blown around in 
the wind; that's how I spotted you. Your…hair.' His eyes drifted down to where my blonde hair 
fell in waves around my shoulders, but then quickly lifted them to meet my eyes. He smiled shyly 
and broke the contact, sitting down on the sun lounger and covering his lap with the towel. 
 
‘I like the water.’ Yeah, my brain still hadn’t connected to my mouth.  



 
‘Do you surf?’ he asked. 
 
‘God, no. I’m really accident-prone. I’d lose a limb or be bitten by a shark. I mean, I like surfing. 
I get the whole freedom and terrifying life flashing before your eyes adrenaline rush but I’ve 
never actually done it. I enjoy watching people surf, though. Or you. When I said people, I meant 
you.’ He smiled again and started rearranging the towel. ‘Have you always surfed?’ Way to pick 
such an interesting line of conversation. Go me. 
 
‘My parents had a caravan in Newquay, so I learned when I was a kid.' 
 
‘Surfing capital of England,’ I replied awkwardly.  
 
‘Yeah, I miss it. The surfing can be hit and miss here. It’s much better in the autumn but you still 
have to be in the right place at the right time.’  
 
‘You like swimming too,’ I said too enthusiastically knowing I was giving away the fact I had 
studied him for the past week. 
 
‘Have you been watching me every morning?' he asked, smiling. I ignored him as I followed a 
droplet of water falling down the middle of his chest. ‘I love the water, so I come to the beach 
when I can. It's peaceful in the morning, isn't it? Helps you to figure things out and put things 
into perspective,' he replied. 
 
‘Yes. I totally get that.’ 
 
‘Is that why you come here? To figure things out? Or are you building up the courage to learn 
how to surf?’ 
 
‘Oh, no, I already told you I’m accident-prone. Surfing is a disaster waiting to happen. You’re 
talking to the woman who broke her leg playing golf,’ I laughed. 
 
‘Golfing is the least athletic sport there is. How did you manage to break your leg?’ 
 
‘I fell down a bunker,’ I said, smirking. 
 
‘Because it wasn't big enough for you to spot?' 
 
‘I stepped back, lost my footing and landed in an awkward split like position. You could hear my 
bone crack from the first tee.’ 
 
‘Ouch,’ he replied. ‘Now I can see why you prefer to watch rather than get out there yourself.’ 
He laughed softly, which made me want to sit on his lap, or maybe kiss his neck, or a mixture of 
both at the same time with a little grinding added into the mix. He still hadn’t put a t-shirt on and 
his chest was very distracting. ‘You have an English accent. That’s totally brilliant to hear when 
you’ve been living in Spain for three years.’ 
 
His voice broke the spell his abs were putting me under. I finally removed my gaze from his 
happy trail and got lost in his blue eyes instead. ‘Erm…where are you from?’ I asked, slightly 
flustered. 
 
‘Born and raised in Essex.’ 
 
‘Small world; I've just met someone else from Essex.' My voice was cut off by the sound of a 
mobile phone coming from his sun lounger. He dragged a canvas bag from underneath it and 
pulled a face when he held up his phone. 



 
‘Shit, I'm really sorry but I've got to go.' He waggled the phone before putting it back into his bag 
and pulling on a t-shirt and board shorts. ‘This is awful timing. I don't suppose you'll be here 
again tomorrow morning?' he asked. 
 
‘I’ll be in my spot,’ I replied, pointing across the beach. 
 
‘See you then.’ I nodded, probably way too enthusiastically. As he smiled, I noticed his dimples. 
He didn’t make an effort to leave, just laughed lightly, looked around the beach, and shook his 
head like he was thinking about why he’d bought a mobile if it was going to break a moment like 
this. He finally held up his hand and waved shyly before walking away. He stopped and turned 
after a few paces. ‘I didn’t get your name,’ he said, walking backwards. ‘I’m Adam.’ 
 
‘Lucy,’ I replied.  
 
His smile was huge. ‘It’s been nice talking to you, Lucy.’ 
 
I watched him head towards the steps and away from the row of shops and cafes along the 
beachfront, turning to watch me, waving again until he was out of sight. I held my face tightly in 
my hands and laughed loudly without a care that I was being watched because of my weirdness. 
The sea continued to tumble and crash, pulling me towards it with every wave. A second later, I 
found myself running along the sand, abandoning everything exactly where I had left it. I could 
feel the water trickle through my toes, swallow my feet, cover my legs and waist, and finally take 
over my body as I started to swim, aided only by the adrenaline that was forcing its way around 
my body. 
 
Finally, I was starting to feel free. 
  



Chapter 4 
 
Another part of travelling alone I really couldn’t get used to was eating out. The judgmental looks 
and constant questions asking if anyone would be joining me were starting to wear thin. I didn't 
realise having a plus one on your arm made you much more socially acceptable, which, in turn, 
made me want to flaunt my status as an independent single woman even more. 
 
I decided to eat my meal in the hotel restaurant as I had done the evening before. Once again, 
when the waiter asked if anyone would be joining me, I told him I would be alone because I was 
an amazingly independent woman and therefore more than happy to enjoy my own company. 
The response earned me a cheer from the girls at the next table and a glass of wine on the house. 
It felt good to put on the façade of being confident for a while, but the rumbling anxiety returned 
by the second course, so I gave up on the idea of dessert and decided to call it a night. 
 
I started to walk through to reception towards the lifts where my lonely, five-star room was 
waiting for me. I was never comfortable in heels, but I decided they were a good way to make me 
feel more confident, almost like a superhero putting on their mask ready to fight for the world. It 
was just a shame I found them really awkward to walk in. The marble floor wasn't helping to 
eliminate the thoughts of slipping over at any step. 
 
‘Miss, you forgot your bag.’ I turned to find the waiter holding up my handbag above his head. 
 
‘Oh goodness, thank you. What an idiot. I'd be lost without this,' I replied, tucking the clutch 
under my arm. He also handed me the key card for my room, which I must have absentmindedly 
left on the table. ‘I would forget my head if it wasn't—Christ!' Turning, I felt my heel slip from 
underneath me. I found myself in the most undignified pose sprawled out on the floor. 
Embarrassment took over as crowds of people were looking over and grinning while I tried to 
cover the parts you shouldn't flash in a hotel lobby. Then the pain set in—bloody ouch. No. 
Fuck. Bloody fuck—it was painful. My foot had already started to swell and was beginning to 
turn a shade of red that looked awfully out of place next to the silver chain of my ankle bracelet. 
 
‘Miss, are you OK?’ a man asked as he knelt down and winced while he took in the swelling. ‘Can 
we get this cleaned up, please?’ He motioned to staff looking on in shock. 
 
‘Right away,’ the waiter replied as he speedily retreated from the manager of the hotel.  
 
‘I am very sorry, miss.’ 
 
‘It’s Lucy.’ 
 
‘I’m very sorry, Miss Lucy, but it appears you may have slipped on some food. I can only 
apologise.’ 
 
Ignoring the searing pain from my ankle, I looked over to see the waiter placing a ‘cleaning in 
progress’ sign next to what looked like a small ball of green mush. ‘I slipped on an olive, didn’t 
I?’ I asked as reality set in that slipping on a rogue olive was only adding to my accident-prone 
reputation. 
 
‘Yes, it does appear that way,’ the manager replied. ‘Are you in pain?’ 
 
‘A bit,’ I grimaced, not wanting to make a fuss.  
 
‘I think you should get this seen to, Miss Lucy. I can have hotel transport take you to hospital.’ 
 
‘No, it’s fine. Just help me stand,’ I said as I held out my arm and tried to get off the floor by 
pushing myself up with the other leg while hanging on to the hotel manager. I wasn’t successful 



and found myself yelping out in pain.  
 
‘Miss Lucy, please, you may have sprained your ankle.’ 
 
Oh fuck. This wasn’t part of the start a new life and be fabulous plan. 
  



Chapter 5 
 
‘You slipped on an olive?' The nurse was laughing, but after a two-hour wait to see a doctor, I 
wasn't ready to laugh. ‘I'm sorry, it's not a joking matter.' She must have taken in my lack of 
amusement and quickly re-evaluated her bedside manner. 
 
‘I'm fine. I just want to go back to the hotel and go to bed. Can you just give me something for 
the pain? What about a tranquillizer to knock me out until tomorrow afternoon?' 
 
‘You’ll have to wait for the doctor, I’m afraid. He’ll need to make a full assessment.’ 
 
‘How long will that be?’ 
 
‘He'll be along in a minute.’ She pulled a curtain around the cubicle while I tried to manoeuvre 
my way off the bed. A bum shuffling and rocking combination got me to the edge just as the 
curtain drew back. 
 
‘Good evening, my name is—’ He stopped suddenly. ‘Lucy? Oh my god, what happened?' My 
eyes fell from the lovely blue eyes full of concern to the name badge on his white coat. Dr Adam 
Matthews—also known as Mr Surfman.  
 
‘You’re a doctor?’ I asked. 
 
‘They let me have a go sometimes. I’m good at bandages, if that helps settle the nerves.’ He 
smiled as I shook my head. ‘I’m taking a stab in the dark here but is it your ankle that’s the 
problem?’ I nodded. ‘See, I’m really good at this doctor thing. Anyone would think I’m qualified.’ 
 
‘That’s reassuring,’ I said, trying to ignore the blows on my ankle from what felt like an imaginary 
hammer. 
 
‘I also took my cue from the swollen mass of red skin that's part of the ankle area,’ he said, 
completely serious. ‘I don't want you freak out or anything, but ankles don't normally look like 
that.’ 
 
‘Your bedside manner is really good,’ I laughed. 
 
‘So I’m told.’ 
 
‘Better than the nurse.’ 
 
‘I wouldn’t know about her bedside manner,’ he smirked as he sat down on the chair at the side 
of the bed. ‘You need to lie down and stop looking like you’re trying to make a run for it.’ 
 
‘I don’t like hospitals.’  
 
‘Neither do I.’ He leant forward and stroked his hand down my foot. I shivered at the contact. 
As he continued to stroke, my body arched forward like I suddenly couldn't control it. ‘We need 
to take this off,' he said as he ran his finger under my ankle chain. ‘It really suits you, so it would 
be a shame to cut it off if the swelling increases.' I was sure this wasn't the usual doctor-patient 
examination. His finger never left my skin. I watched as he undid the clasp of the ankle bracelet 
and placed it on the bed, his eyes never leaving mine. ‘Tell me, Lucy, is this the result of a surfing 
injury?' I shook my head as he tried to hide his smile. ‘I was sure this would be the result of you 
finally deciding to give it a go after watching me every morning.' 
‘Such a big ego,’ I said softly.  
 
He leaned in. ‘What's the point of having one if it isn't big?' Was he flirting with me? Please let him 



be flirting. ‘If this wasn't the result of a first-time surf, let me guess what else it could be.' He 
stroked his chin dramatically. ‘Cliff jumping? Deep sea diving?' 
 
‘No.’ 
 
‘Some other adrenaline-pumping activity that you love so much?' I shook my head again and 
laughed at his smirk. ‘Something more gentle then. Banana boat whiplash?' 
 
‘I slipped on an olive,’ I said, biting my lip as I waited for the response. 
 
‘Wow. You dare-taker, you.' He pushed my leg until it bent at the knee and my foot was flat on 
the bed. He drew his eyebrows together. ‘Slipped on an olive; that's a great name for café.' I 
winced as he pressed on my ankle. ‘You're in pain, aren't you? I'll get you something for that.' 
 
‘Thanks; that would help.’ 
 
‘So, I think we need to get an X-ray to check there aren’t any broken bones. I’ll get some pain 
medication sorted, and then I need to find that olive to give it a good talking to, maybe even 
squish it a bit, roll it between my fingers to give it a bit of a fright.’ 
 
‘Can we stop with the olive references. It's embarrassing enough.' I sighed before breaking into a 
laugh as he beamed back at me. 
 
‘I’ll arrange for a nurse to bring a wheelchair to take you down to X-ray, and I’ll see you when 
you get back. I’ll brief the nurse to let her know you have a habit of injuring yourself in bizarre 
circumstances and I’ll mark the wheelchair as precious cargo, just to be sure.’ 
 

*** 
 
‘Hey there, favourite patient of mine, I've been waiting for you,' Adam said as I was wheeled 
through. I handed him the folder containing my X-ray. He was studying some papers, writing 
notes and had a phone nestled under his chin. 
 
‘You look like you've been twiddling your fingers while I've been gone.' I smiled as he let the 
phone dangle down and continued writing. 
 
‘Aside from dealing with a broken femur, three cases of food poisoning, and a fractured wrist, 
I've been practically counting down the seconds until they wheeled you back into my life.' He put 
the phone back under his chin and then my heart stopped still, unable to beat again after falling 
under the spell of Dr Adam as he started speaking in Spanish. Flutters drifted from my stomach 
to another place entirely. Every syllable, every roll of the words from his perfect mouth and the 
deep enunciation started the ovulation process in every woman within earshot. 
 
I couldn't remember the last time I felt the tingle, the one that starts in the pit of your stomach 
and develops into a pulse, and before you know it, you’re falling again—even though I'd never 
actually fallen in love. But I was falling head first into stormy waters—also known as lust. Fuck, I 
could only describe this as lust.  
 
‘Are you OK? You’re looking a bit flushed,’ Adam said as I tried to stop the fantasy of stripping 
him out of his white coat from circling in my head.  
 
‘Just need some water,’ I spluttered as I wafted my hands around my face. 
 
‘I'll get you some. Hold on.' He walked to the water cooler in the corner of the room and passed 
a cup while loosening the X-ray from the file and holding it up to the light. ‘I have some good 
news. Nothing's broken but I think you may have sprained your ankle.' He bent down to touch it 



and smiled as he watched me bite my lip. ‘You'll need rest, ice, and to elevate it in order to bring 
the swelling down. Painkillers every four hours should help. I'll get you some crutches to help 
you get around until you…' He looked at me with a panicked look before pressing his lips into a 
hard line. ‘Return home. Whenever that may be.' He tilted his head. ‘That's your cue to tell me 
when you're going home.' Oh shit. What should I say? I’m on holiday but at the end of the week I’m not 
sure if I’m going home. I looked at the floor and tried not to concentrate on his feather-light stroking 
across my foot. ‘You don't know?' he asked as I nervously pulled at my dress. ‘You don't have to 
tell me. That's fine. I'm not sure I'm ready to know when you're leaving anyway.' The nurse 
looked from Adam to me and smiled knowingly. Flirting. Definitely flirting. 
 
‘Let’s not talk about it then,’ I said, almost apologetically. 
 
‘Let’s not,’ he replied smiling, his fingers still doing that amazing caress I was sure would entice 
an orgasm if he didn’t stop in the next second. ‘You’re free to go,’ he said softly. ‘Do you need 
me to ring anyone to come and pick you up?’ 
 
‘Erm, there isn’t…’ I felt heat on my cheeks as I bounced around the idea of making up an 
elaborate story, but then he tipped his head and smiled that smile again, the one that I knew 
would land me in a whole heap of trouble. ‘There isn’t anyone. I’m here alone.’ 
 
‘Are you on holiday?’ he asked. 
 
‘Sort of.’ 
 
He rubbed his forehead. ‘Just to clarify, because I’m a bit lost, you’re here on your own?’  
 
I nodded but then felt embarrassment creep in again. ‘I mean, I’m not alone alone. The hotel is 
pretty full so…there are…those people.’  
 
He chuckled. ‘Plenty of people there but no one who could pick you up.’  
 
‘Well, I'm sure the hotel wouldn't mind. It's kind of their fault. I mean, what type of 
establishment lets a rogue olive roll across the floor and just leaves it there? It's a health and 
safety issue for one. I could make a compensation claim for my…swollen ankle.' 
 
Adam smiled. ‘I finish my shift in a couple of hours. If you wait for me, I can take you back to 
the hotel.' He studied my face and frowned. ‘I can see your brain turning, Lucy. You're on your 
own. I have a car. I'm heading that way anyway. Kind of,' he smirked. Wait for me. Please.' 
  



Chapter 6 
 
So, it turns out doctors are my thing. And there I was thinking it was shirtless fire fighters. Who 
knew? 
 
Adam guided me over to a chair next to his workstation, essentially giving me a ringside seat to 
the art of healthcare. What an art. I particularly enjoyed watching him in full doctor mode. The 
way his back muscles contracted when he held up an X-ray to the light, his white coat stretching 
over them fit to rip apart at the shoulders. He appeared to work best with older patients, making 
them feel at ease with his bright smile and genuine conversations, but then a toddler came in with 
a high fever and I suddenly became aware of my reproductive system. My eggs were almost 
clanging against the sides of my fallopian tubes, stirring every time he said: ‘I'm not going to hurt 
you, buddy.' 
 
He was methodical and thorough, asking questions of the nurses to see if they agreed with his 
assessment or thought anything had been missed. I quickly realised he was teaching them, guiding 
their skills, giving them confidence through his praise. He didn’t flinch when a woman was sick 
down his left leg, the result of too much sun and far too much alcohol. He didn’t check his watch 
when his shift was over because an elderly lady was crying as her pain was too much. He didn’t 
forget me, bringing me cups of water, asking if I was in pain. We smiled whenever we caught eye 
contact, a smirk appearing underneath the most delicious dimples that appeared to be connected 
to my libido, causing a deep ache between my legs whenever he flashed them. 
 
‘I'm sorry that took longer than I expected.' Adam put down a clipboard and took the 
stethoscope from around his neck. ‘I just need to get changed. Are you happy to wait?' I rolled 
his question around in my head until it dawned on me that for the past hour, my dislike of 
hospitals had disappeared. I was suddenly in awe of them.  
 
‘I’m happy to wait,’ I smiled, because I was. I was happy to be in that hospital, happy to wait for 
him. 
 
He came back to me as the sexy surfer I had watched every morning on the beach. He was 
wearing navy cargo shorts, flip-flops and a faded long sleeved t-shirt with a palm tree on the 
front; it was rolled up once at the sleeve, giving me a peek of his tanned arms. His rucksack hung 
off one of his shoulders, and on the other shoulder was a pair of crutches tied together with a 
piece of leather that had previously been knotted around his wrist. ‘You'll be needing these,' he 
said, smiling as he offered me his hands, but when I attempted to stand, the pain shot up my leg 
and I couldn't help but yelp. ‘That screwed up face you're pulling is adorable, but it also tells me 
your pain medication is starting to wear off.' He handed me a box of painkillers and waited for 
me to take them. 
 
‘Are you ready to get out of here?’ 
 

*** 
 
He insisted that he carry me full on wedding night carry over the threshold style from the car to the 
hotel lobby. ‘You don’t need to do this; I'm fine.' 
 
‘Didn’t they tell you that it’s all part of the service here?’ I shook my head and smiled. ‘Door to 
door service. Every doctor is expected to carry their patients home.' 
 
‘I think it's a smart move. I may write to my local councillor and insist it becomes part of the 
NHS.' He laughed a deep, throaty laugh and I began to wonder when the smile would leave my 
face. My cheeks were hurting from all the laughter. I had laughed more in the last few hours than 
I had in ages. 
 



‘Is that the crime scene?’ Adam nodded his head towards the restaurant where a yellow cleaning 
sign was on full display.  
 
I covered my face with my hands. ‘Talk about highlighting my humiliation.’ 
 
Adam chuckled. ‘Stray olives, marble floor, high heels; that's a recipe for disaster.' I wrapped my 
arms around his shoulder as I felt myself falling. His foot had slipped from under him, probably 
on the wet floor that the bloody sign highlighted so well, but he just as quickly pulled us back up 
again, saving us both from another fall. ‘Fucking hell!' he laughed, pressing his forehead into my 
neck. The contact gave me goosebumps and a shiver down my spine he couldn't have missed. 
‘I'm surprised I haven't seen more injuries from this hotel. A cracked skull after slipping on a 
piece of pineapple from a cocktail. A dislocated knee from a discarded prawn shell from the 
seafood paella.' 
 
‘Great save,’ I laughed. 
 
‘See, years of balancing on a surfboard can come in handy.’  
 
‘My hero.’ 
 
‘All part of the service,’ he smiled. 
 
He didn't attempt to put me down once walking into the lift. I was still being held in his arms as 
we went across the corridor to my room. Even though we were outside my room and he didn't 
need to carry me anymore, I didn't want him to let me go. 
 
‘I think this is the part where I put you down,’ he whispered. 
 
‘Do you have to?’ 
 
‘I need to assess how well you're walking on that foot because I'm a doctor; it's what I do. I carry 
patients to their doors and make a final evaluation.' There was still no attempt to put me down. 
 
‘Do you need to put me down to do your assessment?’  
 
I watched his throat. He swallowed hard. ‘I do.’ Slowly I felt his arms loosen. The hands that had 
been around my waist were now tentatively pulling away from me, his hand lightly touching my 
arse until he stepped back and dropped his eyes down my body to my ankle. ‘How does it feel?’ 
he asked, his voice low.  
 
‘Good. Really good.’ 
 
‘Your foot, Lucy. I was asking about your foot.’  
 
‘Were you?’  
 
‘No,’ he replied, stepping forward. He placed his hand against my cheek and traced his finger 
down my cheekbone. My breath hitched as he reached my mouth and lightly ran it down to my 
parted lips. ‘Cupid’s bow,’ he said, making me go crazy. ‘You have a great mouth.’ His eyes 
lingered there. His fingers caressed my lips, slowly and perfectly seducing every nerve ending in 
my body until they were pulling together dreamily. I briefly remembered that my body should be 
in pain, not floating on a cloud of tingle. The pain that had been hammering my ankle for the last couple of 
hours? Completely dissipated.  
 
I heard a hazy bell as Adam leant in. And while I waited for what I was certain would be the best 
kiss of my life, I heard another voice, definitely not Adam's. Oh, balls. ‘Ah, Miss Lucy, the 



receptionist told me you were back from the hospital.' As the hotel manager exited the lift, Adam 
sprung back leaving me panting and sagging against the door. 
 
‘Yes, hello. Back. I’m back,’ I replied, trying to catch my breath. Adam smirked as he folded his 
arms across his chest.  
 
‘Oh my goodness! You have crutches! I really cannot apologise enough.’ He went into a string of 
Spanish as he panicked; Adam began replying. I had no idea what he was saying. He could have 
been reciting ‘Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star’ for all I knew, but I’d never been so turned on in the 
whole of my life. 
 
‘A sprain; thank goodness. That's good news. You know what they say; no broken bones, no 
lawsuits,' he said, laughing awkwardly as the relief started to wash across his face. ‘And thank you 
for doing such a wonderful job, Doctor.' He shook Adam's hand, squeezing him tightly. 
 
‘That’s fine. You can let go of my hand now. It’s hurting…slightly. Ouch. Need that; hands are 
quite vital to a doctor,’ Adam said as he tried to pull away. 
 
‘Yes, vital, so sorry. Well, please rest assured, Miss Lucy, we will take care of you for the rest of 
your stay.’ 
 
‘Which is how long?’ Adam asked. ‘Just out of interest; need it for…the notes.’ I smiled as he put 
on an extra serious face. God, he was sexy. 
 
‘One more week, isn’t it, Miss Lucy?’ 
 
‘Yes. I’m here for one more week.’  
 
Adam scratched his hand across his stubble and nodded, deep in thought. The hotel manager left 
us alone. ‘You really should get some rest,’ Adam said. ‘You need to elevate it, put on some ice.’ 
 
‘OK, Doctor,’ I smiled, not expecting him to go back to the role of concerned doctor after our 
almost kiss. 
 
‘Keep taking the pain medication and use the crutches. Just leave them at reception when you go 
home. They'll get them back to the hospital.' 
 
‘Thanks, I'll do that,' I replied, wondering why I was feeling tearful. I put it down to the stress of 
the evening, not that I was feeling bereft that this lovely man was now walking backwards to the 
lift. 
 
‘Oh, and Lucy,’ I smiled expectantly, my eyes closed and hoping that he would be coming back 
to finish the almost best kiss of my life. ‘Careful of rogue olives.’ 
  



Chapter 7 
 
I didn't sleep well. The pain came in waves, but by morning, I was feeling a little better. 
Truthfully, the worst feeling was the big fat rejection from Adam and the constant run through 
of how things had played out last night—me panting against the door, an orgasm forming 
despite the smallest touch of his fingers against my mouth, watching him walk away, over and 
over, and the constant replay of his throwaway comment about a bloody olive. Urgh. 
 
I looked at the crutches that were leaning up against the wall. I decided that despite the 
humiliation of last night, I would still spend my morning at the beach. If Adam happened to be 
there, I would ignore him, or maybe throw a nonchalant wave in his direction before hobbling 
off back to the hotel. I wouldn't be going there to watch him; I would be reconnecting with the 
memory of my mother, which was why I spent the whole journey chanting, ‘Please be there. Please 
be there.’ 
 
It took me longer to get to the beach. Of course it did; crutches are a total nightmare to get the 
hang of. In the end, I just hopped. It was the quicker and less humiliating of the two.  
 
He was in the water when I reached my usual spot. I stabbed the crutches into the sand and sat 
on a wall so the bandage didn’t end up full of sand. I hadn’t even thought to ask when I could 
take it off. It was a stretchy thing, probably only there for support. The way he’d touched my 
ankle made me wonder if he’d only put it on so that he could have a bit of a feel. Not that I 
minded. 
 
He was walking towards me. I noticed him stop a couple of times to look over his shoulder or 
across to the steps, perhaps re-evaluating his escape route. He was wearing shorts and had a 
towel draped across one shoulder hiding his chest. Spoilsport. 
 
‘Don’t you ever sleep?’ he asked as he reached me. 
 
‘I could say the same about you.’ 
 
‘Sleep’s overrated,’ he smiled. ‘How’s the foot?’ 
 
‘Not too bad this morning. I had to sleep with my leg out of the covers because the pressure of 
the duvet felt like a bowling ball was balancing on my ankle, but apart from that…’ 
 
‘Ah, the classic bowling ball pressure. Sprained ankles have a habit of making duvets do that.’ He 
smiled as he sat down beside me. 
 
‘Can I take the bandage off? I didn’t ask.’ 
 
‘You can do whatever you want, but I would advise you to keep it on for today at least.’ 
 
‘I’d better take your advice then. You are my doctor.’  
He held my gaze for longer than I was able to cope with. He really was perfect. His hair was 
falling over his eyes again, but I could still make out the light blue colour peeking through each 
wet strand. His face was still perfection, his dimples still adorable; he was always smiling and they 
were always just there, making him look amazing. I had a strong feeling I would never grow tired 
of looking at them. I was able to look at him more closely today. I noticed new things. He had a 
scar on his knee. It was stark white against his tan and surrounded by white circles where the 
stitches had been. I wondered if it was a surfing accident. Had he cut his knee on some sharp 
coral? I wanted to ask him but he had this faraway look on his face as he stared out across the 
sea.  
 
‘I'm glad it's feeling better,' he said, bumping his shoulder into mine. ‘An accident like that can 



ruin your holiday.' He stared at me again, this time with more intensity, like he was waiting for 
me to open up and tell him my story—why I was there. I wanted to. I just didn't know where to 
start. 
 
‘I’m not sure I’m on holiday,’ I replied. 
 
He turned his head and chuckled. ‘You’re not sure?’  
 
‘No. I think I’m more of a visitor, or maybe even a guest.’ 
 
‘A guest of who?’ he asked. 
 
‘The sea.’ 
  



Chapter 8 
 
‘Last night you said you hated hospitals. Are you ready to tell me why?’ Adam asked as he drew 
circles in the sand with one of the crutches. 
 
I took a deep breath. ‘My mum.’ 
 
He nodded. ‘Is that all I’m going to get?’ 
 
‘She died last year. She had cervical cancer. The hospital became her second home, and mine. I 
didn't leave her side, but I lost my job, got into debt, and ran away.' I closed my eyes and listened 
to the waves meeting the sand. They made me nervous sometimes, but the waves were like a 
balm soothing the sting. 
 
‘I’m so sorry about your mum. And I’m sorry there was nothing in your life to stop you from 
running from it.’  
 
I gasped, because in that sentence was a complete understanding of why I was sitting beside him 
on the beach. I’d barely uttered a few words about my circumstances but he knew why I was 
there. He knew there was nothing left to keep me wanting the connection to my old life. I’d 
broken ties. ‘How did you know?’ I asked softly, completely amazed by him. 
 
‘Well, I know you’re on your own. I know you seem to have no idea what you’re doing here, or 
even where you’re going to go on to next. Your answers are always a bit vague, so I can only 
assume that’s because you really don’t know.’  
 
‘The morning after my mum died, I went back to my flat. I walked into the kitchen, opened the 
fridge and there was nothing in there, not even an out of date bottle of milk. I collected the mail 
from the doormat and one by one opened each letter. Every single one was a bill that was either 
due or overdue. I knew I had no money to pay them. I'd used the little savings I had to keep 
things going while my mum was in hospital. I didn't even know what job I wanted to do. I'd gone 
from supermarket checkouts to call centres. I hated them all and the thought of going back to 
that inane, boring life made me want to run away.' 
 
‘So you did,’ he said, holding my gaze. 
 
‘Not immediately. I think I just went through the motions for a bit. I applied for some jobs, 
didn’t get them. I looked after my dad. He didn’t cope well when my mum…well…she did 
everything for him. He didn’t even know how to work the washing machine.’ 
 
‘What made you decide to leave?’ he asked, taking my hand and resting it on his knee, the one 
with the fascinating scar. I concentrated on it and took a deep breath. 
 
‘I didn’t. My mum made the decision.’ He squeezed his eyebrows together in confusion but 
continued stroking his thumb across the back of my hand. It was comforting. I didn’t want him 
to stop. ‘She left me some money in her will. She’d written me a letter telling me to take chances, 
travel, and find what I wanted to do with my life, maybe even fall in love on the way,’ I smiled.  
 
‘She sounds like she was a wonderful woman.’ 
 
‘She was,’ I sighed. ‘She loved the sea. We would always pack ourselves off to the beach every 
bank holiday or whenever there was an unplanned sunny day. It was almost like it recharged her. 
I never fully understood it until I came here.’ 
 
‘Is that why you come here every morning? To recharge?’ he asked. 
 



‘I like it early in the morning when it’s quiet. There’s something magical about hearing the sea. 
No distractions. It helps me think.’ 
 
‘I come here to think too. I like to start the morning here, clear my head. I come here whether 
it’s been busy at the hospital or when I’ve had a good day. It helps me to consider what I’ve 
learnt so I can take it forward into my practice. If it’s been a bad day, if I’ve lost a patient, it helps 
me reflect, get myself together, you know?’ 
 
‘I know. I really do.’ I had somehow managed to squeeze myself against him while his arm had 
found its way around my body. I felt sheltered. Protected. Safe. It was good to feel that way. I 
couldn’t remember the last time everything felt so easy.  
 
‘You leave here in six days?' I nodded against his arm. ‘And then what? Go somewhere else? Go 
home?' 
 
‘I haven’t made up my mind.’ 
 
‘Jesus, you’re the bravest person I know,’ he said. My heart popped for a second until I had to do 
that Lucy thing of putting myself down. 
 
‘No, not brave. I’ve never been so scared.’ 
 
‘Not many people would do what you’re doing, Lucy. You might feel like you’re running away, 
but really you’re running towards something.’ 
 
I wrapped my hand around his arm, resting it on his bicep. I could feel it harden and softly relax 
underneath my fingertips. I repeated everything he’d said in my head until all the broken parts 
that had been jangling around making no sense and causing panic to rise were now piecing 
together and finally starting to make sense. I wondered if he was talking from experience. Had he 
come here to find himself too? What made a handsome British doctor start a new life in Spain? 
‘Tell me your story,' I said softly, turning to him, taking him all in. 
 
‘I hadn't been qualified long. I was starting to doubt my career choice. I had just ended a 
relationship that I'd been in on and off for about five years. I was burnt out and hadn't even 
started working officially. The NHS was on its knees. I was working back-to-back shifts and 
sleeping in the hospital. We were short staffed and I just felt like I was putting out fires all the 
time. I took two weeks off, came here on holiday with some mates, and decided I didn't want to 
go back.' 
 
‘Wow. That’s really brave.’ 
 
‘Not really. I like the pace here. I love the early morning starts on the beach. That in itself makes 
it better than the cold winters in Britain. Get up at 5 am to brave the frost, or get up at 5 am to 
go surfing? No brainer,' he laughed. ‘I still do back-to-back shifts, though. I find it hard to say 
no, and there isn't much else in my life at the moment.' 
 
‘Do you have any plans to go back home?’  
 
‘Not at the moment. I’m happy here, but never say never,’ he smiled, looking away. 
 
‘It’s amazing that you’ve found something you want to do in a place that you love. I just can’t 
imagine ever doing that.’ 
 
‘Well, is there anything you’ve ever done before that you enjoyed? A job you really liked?’ 
 
‘I worked in a café once. It was a cute little place owned by a mum and her daughter. I started off 



just serving but then got involved in making cakes. I would have a spot every week when they 
would let me make what I wanted. I got quite good. People would come in and ask what the Lucy 
special was.’ 
 
‘What happened?’ he asked as he pushed my hair behind my ear. 
 
‘The customers stopped coming. A couple of chain coffee shops opened nearby and we couldn’t 
compete.’ I felt my stomach tighten as I remembered how disappointed I was to leave. 
 
‘Lucy, with that experience, you would be able to find similar work out here. There are plenty of 
cafés and restaurants. You could find something you love just as much as that.’ 
 
He was right; there would be plenty of opportunities to find similar work. There was only one 
problem—I didn't speak Spanish. ‘Did you speak Spanish before you came here?' 
 
‘Bits and pieces. We used to holiday in Spain, so I picked it up pretty quickly. Is that something 
you're worried about? Don't be, honestly. Most Spanish people working with the public have 
really good English.' 
 
‘Will you teach me?’  
 
‘In a week? I may be a doctor but I can’t perform miracles,’ he smirked. 
 
‘Just enough to get me by?’   
 
‘Por supuesto,’ he said. I fought the urge to sit on his lap. 
 
‘Say something else,’ I replied, breathy like a woman who hadn’t had sex for an age. 
 
‘Eres hermosa.’ Oh fuck. ‘Quería besarte anoche.’ I needed to steady my breathing. ‘No te vayas.’ 
This was how I was going to die—on a beach with a hot doctor whispering Spanish into my ear. 
Not a bad way to go.  
He had a sexy glint in his eye like he could see straight through my swimsuit and shorts and liked 
what he saw underneath. He had the look of a man who has seen you naked and is replaying it 
over and over again in his mind. But behind the glint was something else, something more, 
kindness, a genuine interest and a good guy. I could feel it all around him. My swimsuit fell away 
from my shoulder as I leant forward. He moved his arm an inch to pull it up for me before 
pulling his hand back and smiling that kind, cheeky smile again, dropping his head with a quiet 
laugh as he changed his mind. Yep, a good guy, but I had feeling it would be a different story 
behind closed doors. 
 
‘What did you say?’ I asked. 
 
‘That’s for me to know and you to find out.’ 
 
‘You could have said anything and it would still be as sexy as hell.’ 
 
‘Sexy? Fantastic,’ he laughed.  
 
‘You were probably telling me my ankle was going to swell so much it would resemble the leg of 
an elephant, but I don’t care.’ 
 
‘No, I said your ankle would develop gangrene and eventually I would need to amputate.’ 
 
‘Is that true?’ 
 



‘That I said it, or that it’s going to happen?’ he laughed. 
 
‘Both.’ 
 
‘It’s going to be so easy to wind you up,’ he said, standing up and holding out his hand. ‘Can you 
walk? There’s somewhere I want to take you.’ 
  



Chapter 9 
 
‘So, have you done the touristy thing then?’ he asked as we walked past the cathedral.  
 
‘Oh, yeah, the whole shebang. I’ve been on the little old wooden train and eaten orange crepes in 
local restaurants. I even went shopping in the knick-knacky shops the other day. I bought a sun 
hat and a mini fan. How touristy is that?’ 
 
The street we were walking down began to look familiar, and then I noticed Tiff's shop on the 
left-hand side, the striped canopy sheltering the tiny table and chairs from the sun. Drinking 
from the old ice cream tub was the gorgeous dog, Arlo, who I immediately bent down to and 
started to pat. ‘Hey there, beauty, how are you?' He nuzzled his head into my lap but dashed 
towards Adam, who was standing behind me looking slightly shocked. 
 
‘Hey, buddy. Missed me?' Adam said as he also bent down. We stared at each other both perched 
on the ground and wondering what the fuck was happening. ‘You've met my dog?' he asked, 
confused. He casually pushed Arlo to his side and moved forward ever so gently, his hand on my 
face again, memories of that almost kiss coming crashing back. It was finally going to happen. I 
could smell him, a mix of mint and him. Closer he came until our lips were almost touching. 
Almost. 
 
‘The wanderer returns.' Adam sprang backwards before hauling himself up. ‘Hey there, Adam, 
I'm your sister; remember me?' Tiff said as she came out of the shop carrying a cloth, her hair 
wrapped up in a scarf with giant cherries printed on it. Adam held out his hand and pulled me 
up. ‘Fuck, Lucy, what the hell are you doing here?' She immediately wrapped me into a hug 
before pulling back, her eyes darting between Adam and me. 
 
‘You know Lucy?’ he asked, still looking very confused. 
 
‘Yes, do you know Lucy? Oh my god, do you know Lucy?’ Tiff asked, hands on hips and breaking 
out into a beaming smile. 
 
‘She was my patient last night.’ 
 
‘Kinky. Don’t need the deets, though, thanks,’ she said with a wink.  
 
‘Will someone tell me what the fuck is happening here?’ Adam asked. 
 
‘I met Lucy when she was having a meltdown the other day. I calmed her down with some 
whiskey and a mini fan.’ 
 
‘I’m so confused,’ Adam replied as Tiff pulled me inside the shop. I hobbled alongside her.  
 
‘Did you have sex with my brother?' Tiff asked, totally unfazed. 
 
‘I didn’t know he was your brother until now.’ 
 
‘Answer the question,’ she smiled. 
 
‘No, I sprained my ankle slipping on an olive and he was the doctor who took care of me.’ 
 
‘You slipped on an olive? You’re so random.’  
 
‘I can’t believe he’s your brother,’ I laughed. 
 
‘Oh my god!’ she said, slapping her hand down on the counter. ‘You’ve obliterated his dry spell.’ 



 
‘What are you talking about?’ 
 
‘He hasn’t had a date in months. I can’t remember the last time he brought a girl home. He just 
works, works, works. I could kiss that olive for bringing you two together.’ 
 
‘This is weird,’ I replied, wiping my hand across my forehead. ‘We didn’t have sex. Nothing has 
happened.’ She started wafting her arms around. ‘What are you doing?’ 
 
‘Oh, just excuse me. I’m wafting the fucking sexual chemistry that’s flying around the room.’ 
 
‘Tiff, why are you being weird?’ Adam walked in behind me and placed his hand at the bottom of 
my spine. Goosebumps erupted. I might have crossed my legs a little. 
 
‘That’s what Lucy just said. You’re perfectly in sync. Must be all those hormones pushed together 
through the exchange of bodily fluids.’ 
 
‘What are you talking about? Stop being gross and tell me how you met,’ Adam said. 
 
Tiff brewed some coffee and we sat together outside the shop. Arlo was sitting at Adam's feet. 
Adam would occasionally scruff him behind his ears; Arlo almost sang he loved it so much.  
Tiff explained our first meeting and Adam listened intently, smiling almost proudly when Tiff 
told him how much she had helped me that day. 
 
‘So you’re twins?’ I asked as they started to talk about their family. 
 
‘Yeah. It’s funny; we ignored each other for the first sixteen years of our lives. We never really 
had that twin seeing into each other’s minds thing going on. Jesus, imagine knowing what’s going on 
in his mind.’ 
 
‘I feel exactly the same way,’ Adam said, shaking his head. 
 
‘He came out here and I needed a change. So bingo! Here I am. A steady income, a chance to 
nap in the afternoon, and all the calamari I can eat. I’m in heaven. This place was up for sale and 
Adam helped me put some money towards it, so technically, my brother is my boss.’ 
 
‘We co-own,’ Adam said. 
 
‘He pays.’ 
 
‘You put down the deposit,’ he replied. 
 
‘He pays,’ she repeated, smiling. 
 
Adam helped Tiff clear away the cups and went back inside the shop. They were taking their time 
and Arlo was becoming restless, nudging my leg with his nose. ‘Come on, Arlo. Let's see what's 
holding them up.' He followed behind me. I could hear voices from the little room behind the 
counter, the one Tiff had taken me into when I was upset, which seemed a lifetime ago. 
 
‘It’s not as easy as that,’ Adam said with a hushed voice. 
 
‘Yes, it is. She's a little mixed up, I’ll give you that, but she's lovely and you obviously like her. 
When was the last time you had some fun? You're always at the hospital.' 
 
‘She leaves in a few days, Tiff.’ 
 



‘She doesn’t know what she’s doing. You never know—she could fall in love and never leave. Or 
you could just have a bit of fun.’  
 
I didn't know what to do with myself. It felt wrong to eavesdrop. There was no door to knock on 
to make my presence known, just a beaded curtain. I felt that bubbling of anxiety again. It had 
disappeared for a while but now it was gathering strength again. I didn’t want to be a bit of fun, 
did I? What was I doing? Why was I questioning this? We had only known each other for a 
matter of hours. Countless hours watching him on the beach didn’t count.  
 
‘I just don't want to get close to someone who doesn't have their shit together. It's not worth the 
pain,' Adam replied. I grabbed a fistful of the beaded curtain and shook it, making it clang 
together. 
 
‘Hey, Lucy, sorry, I was just coming out.’ Adam smiled while nervously rubbing his neck. 
 
‘Arlo was getting a bit restless. I thought I’d better bring him in.’ 
 
‘Thanks.’ The awkward silence swept in like the tide. Tiff shifted from foot to foot and Adam 
didn’t look up from the floor.  
 
Fill the silence, Lucy. Say something. 
 
‘Well, I’d better go. Future life to plan and all that. Busy, busy.’ I tried to stop the lilt of upset in 
my voice but I don’t think I achieved it. I gave Arlo a little push towards Adam but he stayed at 
my side. 
 
‘I’ll walk you back,’ Adam said, stepping towards me. 
 
‘No.’ I held my hand up but dropped it quickly when I realised my no came across far too 
forcefully. ‘I’ll be fine. I think I’d better just go.’  
I waved to Tiff, who gave me a pitiful my brother is a fool look. I tried to walk away with grace 
knowing he would probably be watching the swing of my ass like he had all the way up the hill to 
the cathedral, but the usual hobble was all I could achieve. I found my crutches outside the shop 
where I had left them and made my way back to the hotel more confused about my future than 
ever and feeling something that I could only identify as hurt. 
  



Chapter 10 
 
The afternoon heat and the exertion of hoisting myself around on crutches all day caught up with 
me. I sat up on the bed in my hotel room and caught my reflection in the mirror. I looked 
exhausted. I looked weary. I looked like I had the weight of the world on my shoulders. Feeling 
lost again, I pulled the sheet over my head and slept right through until the next morning. 
 
When I finally woke, I decided not to go to the beach. The pull was there, like always, but I really 
couldn’t decipher if it was the pull to feel close to my mum or the pull to be close to Adam. I did 
the next best thing. I watched a marathon of made for TV movies and had a long soak in the 
bath.  
 
I was drying my hair when I saw my phone vibrate across the dressing table. Dad. Oh crap, not 
what I needed. I couldn’t remember the last time I’d spoken to him. The pang of guilt that only a 
parent can inflict passed through my body.  
 
‘Hi, Dad.’ 
 
‘Sweetheart, you haven’t been answering my calls. Where are you?’ 
 
‘I'm in Mallorca.' I heard him sigh a melancholy sigh. I knew he was thinking about Mum, grief 
taking hold unexpectedly with the memories of her favourite place. 
 
‘When are you coming home?’  
 
He deserved the truth. ‘I don’t know.’  
 
‘I've been saving the job section of the paper for you.' He did that every Wednesday. I would 
come home to the flat to find it sitting on the kitchen table, jobs circled with a pink highlighter 
pen. I felt sad knowing he was still doing it despite not knowing where I was. 
 
‘Keep them for me, OK.’  
 
‘I will, sweetheart,’ he said, his mood lifting; I could hear it in his voice. ‘I hope I can give them 
to you soon. I’d love to see you come home.’ 
 
‘I know, Dad.’ 
 
The phone call played on my mind for the rest of the day. He sounded so sad at the beginning of 
the call but his voice changed the moment I gave him a breath of hope that I would be coming 
home soon. Maybe I was selfish. Perhaps I was using this as an excuse to run away from 
responsibilities at home. I knew that as soon as I turned the key in the lock to my flat, I would 
have to use Mum's money to pay off my debts—the grown-up choice. In some ways, it would be a 
fresh start. No debt, new job, chance of a new life if I pulled myself together. Maybe even a 
family.  
 
The hotel phone started ringing. I hadn’t heard it before, so it made me jump. ‘Hello.’ 
 
‘Miss Lucy, you have a visitor in reception. Are you able to come down?’  
 
I smiled against the receiver. ‘Can I ask who it is?’ 
 
‘Sorry, he said if I told you, you probably wouldn’t come down. He said he acted like a complete 
and utter arse and shouldn’t have let you…hobble away.’ I laughed, imagining Adam standing at 
the desk mouthing what he wanted the receptionist to say. 
 



‘Tell him I'll be down in ten minutes.' 
 

*** 
 
Adam was leaning against a pillar in the lobby of the hotel with a bunch of flowers. He was 
wearing a blue shirt with rolled up sleeves and smart navy trousers, the blues matching his eyes 
perfectly. His hair was swept back, parted at the side, totally yummy. A shadow of stubble graced 
his chin. It was like he had read the Lucy handbook on how to sweep me off my feet with one 
outfit.  
 
He straightened when he saw me and suddenly became nervous. He didn't know whether to put 
the flowers behind his back or in front of his groin, sigh, until he finally held them out to me. 
‘You look beautiful.' He kissed my cheek and held himself there for a few seconds. He smelled 
freshly showered, a slight scent of mint passing through his hair as he pulled back. ‘I'm glad you 
came down. I wouldn't have if I were you, but I'm glad you did.' 
 
‘You have nothing to apologise for.’  
 
‘I suspect you may have heard my conversation with Tiff.’ 
 
‘What conversation would that be?’ I asked, not making it easy for him. 
 
‘Can we talk? I would love to take you to dinner.' 
 
‘A date?’ 
 
‘Yes. A date. No olives,’ he said, smiling and crossing his heart. ‘I promise.’ 
 
He took me to a small restaurant by the beach close to my sitting spot. I wondered if it was 
intentional. We shared paella and wine as well as stories and memories I feared had been 
forgotten but were as clear to me as the bright orange sunset. He made me laugh with British 
sarcasm that made me pine for home, and I made him laugh with my tales of trips, falls and 
accidents that had plagued me throughout my life.  
 
‘I’m glad you’re feeling better,’ he said. ‘You did the right thing resting it today.’ 
 
‘How do you know I rested?’ 
 
‘You didn’t come to the beach this morning,’ he said, sighing. ‘I had this big speech ready to 
explain what you heard and to clear things up. It must have come across…wrong.’ He was so 
nervous. I noticed his glass shaking slightly in his hand as he took a sip of wine. ‘I waited for as 
long as I could and then I came to the hotel. They said you haven’t left your room all day.’ 
 
‘Right.’ 
 
‘I decided I was going to come back and surprise you, take you out to dinner to explain that I've 
been cautious because I've only known you a couple of days and this is fucking insane. I've never 
felt this way about anyone so quickly and I'm scared you'll leave at the end of the week and I'll be 
left with all these feelings I don't know what to do with.' I gasped at his total honesty, the 
rawness of his feelings. Despite his nerves and shaking hands, he had opened himself up, telling 
me exactly how he felt, mirroring what had been turning over in my head for most of the day. 
‘But then I thought to myself, why be cautious? If I only get to spend the next five days with you, 
that's better than not spending any, right?' He looked for validation but I was far too 
overwhelmed to reply. ‘Am I making a fucking idiot of myself?' he said softly. I held my hand 
against my mouth and blinked away the tears. ‘Say something, Lucy. Don't leave me hanging.' 
 



‘You're making me want to stay,' I said honestly. Raw. Just like him. He held my hand tighter, 
unable to release me, mimicking the breath I wasn't sure he was going to take. And then it came, 
sharp and deep before breaking out into a relieved smile. 
 
‘That’s the perfect answer,’ he said. ‘Couldn’t be more perfect. I thought I’d fucked up.’ 
 
‘I wanted to kiss you,' I said, serious now, still clasping hands. ‘Twice at the hospital, outside my 
hotel door—’ 
 
‘On the fucking beach, outside the shop, walking towards you in the lobby just before. 
Everywhere,’ he interrupted. 
 
I breathed in the moment, watching his face as he melted into me. ‘We’ve had some fantastic 
almost kisses, haven’t we?’ 
  



Chapter 11 
 
Adam promised me a stroll along the beach. It was more of a limp, but I would gladly suffer the 
consequences tomorrow. 
 
‘Arlo's cool. I always wanted a dog, but until Tiff came to live with me, I couldn't justify leaving a 
dog alone so much while I’m at work. Didn't seem right.'  
 
‘He’s so cute,’ I replied. 
 
‘Well, they do say dogs look like their owners,’ he smirked, his eyes focusing on my lips before 
shifting again.  
 
‘My grandma had a dog once. When I stayed the night, it used to bark at me when I got 
undressed for bed. I always wondered why. It gave me a bit of a complex in my teenage years.' 
He laughed brightly. 
 
‘I'm more than happy to bark whenever you get undressed if it will give you some comfort, 
remind you of home.' 
 
‘That won’t be necessary.’ 
 
‘Maybe that’s your thing,’ he laughed. ‘I’m totally fine with that. I’ve often barked when I’ve had 
an orgasm.’  
 
‘Oh my god,' I said, blushing, while inside I was cartwheeling at this interesting turn in the 
conversation. 
 
‘No, not my thing,’ I gasped, faking disgust. ‘But if we’re talking about things, what’s your thing?’ 
 
‘I like blondes, but they have to be clumsy, a little brave too, the kind of woman who’s wandering 
because she's lost but trying to find herself again. And they have to have a body that causes a dog 
to bark whenever they undress.' 
 
‘Whoever could that be?’ I whispered as he pulled me closer. 
 
‘You, Lucy, you're my thing.' He threaded his hand through my hair and gently pushed my head 
to the side, exposing the curve of my neck. He ran his index finger across my jaw and down to 
my collarbone. Lightly. Softly. Intensely. I was losing myself to him; I could feel it with every 
breath, every flutter passing through my pussy, and every beat of my pulse. 
 
‘You need to kiss me before I fall,’ I sighed, enjoying the sensation. I wanted to fall. I needed to fall. 
 
I felt his lips against mine, tentatively at first, testing the waters. I met them hungrily; he met 
mine just as hard, and together we merged. He was a wonderful kisser, just the right amount of 
sweet before the hard took over, testing my limits, reaching for my boundaries and, fuck, he 
obliterated every one of them. His mouth was divine. His tongue flicked and twirled with mine. 
He tasted like passion fruit from the cheesecake we’d shared just a few minutes before the kiss. 
Before I fell. 
‘Do you still feel like falling?’ he asked, panting against my neck. I placed my hand against his, 
never wanting him to let go. 
‘Too late,’ I whispered. 
  



Chapter 12 
 
‘Your sister thinks we had relations the other night,’ I said, trying to hide my smile.  
 
‘Relations? I’m pretty sure I would remember that. We are talking about sex, right?’ 
 
‘We are,' I laughed, glancing at him. He looked so perfect under the moon. 
 
‘That’s something I wouldn’t forget, Lucy.’ 
 
‘How do you know?’  
 
He sighed and stopped walking, pulling me closer with his hands pressed against my behind, 
stroking the curve and teasing me with a caress so close to places that tingled with anticipation of 
this amazing man. ‘Do you trust me?’ he asked. I nodded without hesitation. He lifted me up, 
carrying me onto the sand so quickly I giggled. He watched me the whole time, occasionally 
nuzzling his nose against mine, kissing my cheek and breaking into a smile that didn’t leave his 
face once.  
 
We walked further than I'd ever been on the beach. I didn't know further than the rock 
formations or curve of the shoreline, but part of me liked that. It symbolised fresh beginnings, 
new experiences and unchartered places, exactly where I was going and what I wanted. It was like 
a spark had been lit inside of me, and Adam was the fuel, igniting fresh life. I repeated my 
question from earlier that was left unanswered. ‘Tell me how you know.' 
 
‘Know what?’  
 
‘That you won’t forget what we feel like…together.’ 
 
‘Because even just touching your neck makes me harder than I’ve been in my fucking life.’ The 
air was knocked out of me with a whoosh. Those words—Jesus—those words. I started rolling my 
hips as he carried me, feeling his erection against my thigh.  
 
I wound my arms around his neck and stroked his hair. As it feathered through my fingers, I 
imagined it brushing my nipples as he kissed his way down my body. ‘Tell me you’ve imagined 
our first time.’  
 
He cleared his throat. ‘I'd try to be slow, but passion would take over. I wouldn't be able to stop 
myself,' he said as he put me down softly onto the sand. We'd made our way to an alcove, which 
was perfectly still apart from the soft lull of the waves. There were empty sun loungers 
everywhere. This little corner of the beach was obviously bustling in the sunlight, but tonight, 
under the moon, it was secluded. Private. Protected from prying eyes. Our very own piece of 
paradise. 
 
Adam sat down on the nearest sun lounger and carefully pulled me towards him. As I stood 
between his legs, his hands slid up mine. He took my dress with them, exposing my thighs to 
him. ‘I’d start by kissing you here.’ I jumped as he softly kissed my inner thigh. ‘And here.’ He 
pressed his lips against my hip. My head lolled back. ‘But the restraint would be hard for me, 
Lucy, because I’d know how wet you were and I’d need to touch you.’ He ran his finger down 
my pussy, his finger fitting the seam perfectly, only stopping to put pressure on my clit. I moaned 
without an ounce of embarrassment knowing we could be heard or even seen. I didn’t care. I 
wanted the world to watch us. 
 
‘And then,' I gasped as he continued circling the swollen bundle of nerves.  
He leant back, still applying the perfect amount of pressure as he unbuttoned his trousers with 
one hand, quickly pulling down the zip. I could see the top of his cock, thick and ready, dark hair 



surrounding it. He had a hunger in his eyes I couldn't stop myself from focusing on. He had 
never looked so handsome. He wanted me. He was desperate and needy, and that was the sexiest 
thing I had ever seen. 
 
‘Then I’d stroke my cock as you touched yourself. I’d watch at first as you delicately caressed 
yourself with your fingers, dipping into your pussy slowly, but as soon as I started to pant, you 
would grow hungry and your movements wouldn’t be delicate. You would work faster, 
quickening your circles as you spread your legs wider for me to see.’ I found myself touching 
myself, going faster, my pace matching his words. He stopped my hands. ‘Don’t come,’ he said. 
Fuck, that command almost tipped me over the edge. He slid to the edge of the lounger and 
pulled me onto his lap, kissing my neck and licking the shell of my ear. ‘Don’t fucking come,’ he 
whispered, taking my hand so I could feel him, hard and strong. 
 
‘I need you,’ I panted. 
 
‘Don't you want to know what I'd do next?' he asked, hissing as I stroked his cock, only being 
able to make it halfway because his clothes were blocking where I wanted to be. As if he knew, 
he stood and lifted me, my legs secured around his waist, both of our hands pushing at his 
trousers and boxers to release his perfect cock. I straddled him again as he sat down, lifting my 
arms as he ran his hands up my sides, taking my dress and slipping it over my head. He dragged 
his hand down to my breast; I hadn't worn a bra, the dress not allowing me to. I'd seen him 
looking at my nipples throughout the meal. I had watched his tongue lick his lips like he was 
hungry for me. And he was—fuck—he was. He pinched my nipple, alternating between rolling it 
between his fingers harshly and slowly flicking it with just the tip of his finger. I was ready to 
come. I didn't know how. All I knew was that the actions had a direct connection to my G-spot 
and the force was building. 
 
‘Tell me,’ I gasped as he ripped the sides of my underwear, falling to the sand. 
 
‘I'd know you were ready for me by doing this.' He pushed his fingers inside me, curving them to 
hit the places I loved. ‘I can feel your wetness on my hand, Lucy. Fuck, you're beautiful when 
you're almost there.' I was aching. ‘I'd stop, though, because my cock would be aching for you 
and I'd need to feel what it was like to be inside you, inside the perfection that's you.'  
As I pulled on his hair, he arched his neck and brought his lips to meet mine. We kissed with a 
renewed hunger, hands threaded together, bodies grinding to create sweet friction. I felt the head 
of his cock at my entrance, slick and warm as he rubbed himself against me. I cried out as he 
entered me, no restraint, hard and relentless.  
He filled me completely.  
I was lost in the pleasure. 
  



Chapter 13 
 
The next four mornings, I woke up in his arms. He was beautiful when he slept, peaceful and 
dreamy. He talked in his sleep; most of the time it was a mumble, something incoherent that 
always made me laugh. Last night was different. He moved around but always found his way 
back to my body, wrapping his arms around my waist or resting his head in the crook of my 
shoulder. He spoke clearly, not in a murmur. ’Don’t leave, Lucy.’ I loved the sound of my name 
from his lips. I loved the words he used; so much so that I held on to him tighter, silently making 
decisions and formulating plans, trying to tell him with my body that I desperately wanted to stay. 
 
He stayed true to his promise about teaching me Spanish. The lessons always started off 
innocently enough; he would open his laptop and pull up a website that taught the basics. We 
would listen to the phrasing and I would repeat it. He would add to it, speaking fluently as I 
imagined what he was saying, trying to piece it all together as he kissed his way up my thigh. I 
never orgasmed as hard as when he was whispering Spanish into my ear with every thrust.  
 

*** 
 
I opened one eye as I heard my phone vibrate across the bedside table. Adam sighed and turned 
onto his side, allowing me to get up and reach for the phone. 
 
‘Hello, am I speaking to Miss Burton?’ A voice I didn’t recognise made me stand up. 
 
‘Yes. Who is this, please?’ 
 
‘My name is Lisa Cobb. I’m calling from University College Hospital in London.’  
 
I took a sharp breath. ‘Are you calling because of my dad?’ My legs started to shake and I was 
suddenly aware that Adam was behind me, cradling his arms around my waist. 
 
‘Yes, I'm sorry, but your father's been admitted to hospital. He's awake and comfortable. We're 
running tests but it does appear that he may have had a heart attack or some form of stroke. He'd 
like to speak to you. Is it OK if I pass you over to him?' 
 
‘Yes. Yes, of course. Please, I want to speak to him.’ 
 
‘Sweetheart.’  
 
‘Dad! What’s wrong?’ I asked, trying to stop myself from sobbing down the phone. 
 
‘I've had a few pains. I didn't want to worry you.' 
 
‘For God’s sake, why didn’t you tell me?’ 
 
‘I’ve been trying to call you, sweetheart. You’ve not been answering my calls.’ My heart sank as I 
remembered all the calls I had filtered because I wasn’t ready to speak to him or didn’t know 
what to say. 
‘I’m sorry,’ I said regretfully as Adam pushed me down by my shoulders to sit on the bed. 
‘I want you to come home, Lucy. I want you to be with me if…well, just if—' 
‘Don’t, Dad. You’re going to be OK,’ I replied, trying to convince myself. I couldn’t go through 
it again. I couldn’t lose him. 
 
‘Sweetheart, come home to me, please.’ 
  



Chapter 14 
 
The next morning, I watched him surf as usual. Adam and I had talked after the call from my 
dad. I told him I hadn’t made a final decision. That was a lie. My heart was heavy.  
 
I felt someone behind me. ‘Hey. Adam called. He said you’d be here.’ Tiff sat down as Arlo 
settled at my feet.  
 
‘Did he tell you about my dad?’ 
 
She sighed deeply. ‘You’re going home, aren’t you?’ 
 
‘I don’t have a choice, Tiff. I’ve got all day to decide when I’m going to tell him.’ I petted Arlo 
and looked out to Adam. He was sitting on his surfboard, both arms in the water. Still, serene, 
contemplating life. 
 
‘He’s fallen in love with you,’ she said. 
 
I wiped a tear away. ‘No,’ I whispered. ‘Don’t say that.’ 
 
‘Truth,’ she said, holding up her fingers in a scout salute. 
 
‘I thought that by the end of my holiday, I would have worked everything out in my head, grown 
up a little. All that's happened is—’ 
 
‘You’ve fallen in love,’ she said, grinning. ‘You look good together. I’ve never seen him this 
happy. He works and surfs, and that’s it. Relationships have never been something he’s had time 
for.’ 
 
‘We only met a few days ago, Tiff. How could I have fallen in love?’ 
 
‘Who cares how long it’s been? I’m witnessing a once in a lifetime connection that you can’t 
ignore. I’m talking instant sparks, fireworks, love at first sight. Do you know how long people 
search for that?’ She was putting all my jumbled thoughts in order and making everything seem 
right, but then the idea of getting on a plane overtook them all. I was Lucy—loving, doting 
daughter—and I didn't do stupid, irrational things like fly to another country and fall in love with 
a man after only knowing him for a few days. 
 
‘He knows I’m leaving, doesn’t he?’ I asked, watching the man who was holding my heart stare 
out across the water. 
 
‘Why do you think I'm here?' Tiff said. ‘He wants me to talk you into staying. He has plans, 
thoughts, propositions,' she smiled. 
 
I covered my ears with my hands. ‘Don’t, Tiff. I can’t hear them. I just need to go home and be 
with Dad for a while.’ 
 
‘And then?’ 
 
‘I don’t know.’ 
 
‘You ran away from your old life, Lucy. Don’t run away from the potential for a fantastic new 
one.’ 

*** 
 
I opened the curtains and stared at the moon for a while. Everything was shifting. Sadness was 



creeping in. I kissed his head, stroking his wavy hair out of his eyes. I had watched him as we 
made love, acutely aware that it may have been the last time. He was loving and soft, nothing like 
our first time at the beach, or the subsequent times where the thirst for each other had been too 
much to contain. I tried to remember how his eyes dilated when he touched the side of my face 
and kissed my lips softly, the swirl of stubble along his jawbone. All the little things I loved that 
were now destined to be nothing more than memories. 
 
I wrote him a note as he slept silently underneath the moon. We had devoured each other the 
whole day, and now he was sleeping peacefully, finally giving in to the ache of his body even 
though he didn't want to leave me for a second. I set the alarm on his phone so he wouldn't 
oversleep and be charged for leaving the room late. I didn't want to leave debts there when I had 
many to face when I reached home. I finished the note by telling him he made my short break 
from reality magical, but that was all it could be—magic, a fairy tale, memories. 
 
I couldn’t resist a final kiss. He stirred but didn’t wake. I wasn’t sure if that made it easier or 
harder to walk out of the room, close the door behind me and walk away from something I knew 
I would never find again. 
 
I reached reception, minus my crutches, and pulling my case behind me, I found the hotel 
manager behind the desk. ‘Miss Lucy, what can I do for you?’ 
 
‘I’d like to check out and get a taxi to the airport, please.’ 
 
‘Of course. I hope to see you back here one day, Miss Lucy.’ 
 
‘Me too.’ 
  



Chapter 15 
 
The journey to the airport didn’t take long. Everything I wanted to plant firmly in my memory 
passed by the window in a blur. I wished I had taken more photographs. I didn’t even have a 
photo of Adam. I cried the rest of way, doubting the decision I had made, but every time I 
questioned how I could make it work, I was given a sign telling me I needed to go home. Lucy in 
the Sky with Diamonds came over the radio—a song Dad used to sing to me as a child. A text 
chimed through from him. See you soon.  
The sea disappeared from view, taking me away from Mum and further away from Adam. 
 
How could I feel so strongly about another person after a few days? 
 
As I arrived at the airport, I spotted a champagne bar and smiled. Champagne was Mum’s 
celebration drink of choice. She would always treat herself on birthdays or special occasions. She 
asked for a glass of fizz the afternoon she was told her cancer was terminal. She said she wanted 
to make a toast to a life she had loved every second of. I remember thinking how amazing it was 
that she wouldn’t change anything, had no regrets. I felt selfish that all I could think was if the 
tables were turned and I was facing the end of my life, would I be satisfied with what I had done 
with it? ‘Life is precious,’ she’d said. ‘You only get one go at it.’  
 
Take a chance. 
 
Fear stabbed me through my stomach. I stood up from my seat, almost spilling my drink as I 
scanned the airport looking for I don’t what and suddenly feeling nauseous. Was this my chance? 
Was I throwing something away that was my chance to really live my life?  
I took my phone out of my bag and saw I had a missed call from Tiff, twenty-seven missed calls 
from Dad, and two from the hospital. Another fucking sign that I needed to go home. 
 
I decided not to call Dad. I couldn't face the constant stream of questions about how long my 
flight would be, exactly how long it would take to collect my bags, and where I would hail a taxi, 
so I called the hospital instead as I needed to get an update on the tests while bypassing the 
emotional blackmail. 
 
‘Hello, ward seventeen, please.’ I waited, listening to the panpipes, which sounded a lot like ‘Hit 
Me Baby One More Time’, and held my breath until the call went through.  
 
‘Ward seventeen, how can I help?’ 
 
‘Hello, my name is Lucy Burton. I’m calling for an update on my father, David Burton.’ 
 
‘Ah, yes, he’s had a comfortable day. Tests have all come back clear. As soon as you arrive, he’s 
free to leave.’ 
 
‘Clear?’ I repeated, completely confused. 
 
‘Yes, it appears your father was in a lot of pain when he arrived but we could only attribute it to a 
bad case of trapped wind.’ 
 
‘Sorry? Could you say that again?’  
 
‘Indigestion, Miss Burton. Your father is free to go home. Would you like to speak to him?’ 
‘No, I don’t think I would.’ What I wanted to do was hit him on the head with a box of Alka-
Seltzer. I was flying home because he had a bad case of trapped wind. 
 
As soon as I got off the phone from the hospital, it started ringing. Tiff’s name flashed across the 
screen. 



 
‘Where the fuck are you?' she asked, completely out of breath. I could only assume she was 
running. 
 
‘I’m at the airport having a drink before I check in. Why? Is everything OK? Is Adam OK?’  
 
‘Give me a landmark!’ she shouted, gasping for breath. ‘Tell me where you are!’ 
 
‘I’m at the champagne bar.’ 
 
‘Lucy!’ I could hear shouting but it wasn’t coming from Tiff. ‘Lucy!’ I turned to see Adam 
climbing up the escalator two steps at a time, pushing people to the side with Tiff right behind 
him red as a beetroot. ‘Lucy!’ he shouted again. He ran towards me. ‘Shit, I’m so out of breath. 
I’m a doctor, for Christ’s sake. I need to up my game. Surfing isn’t working for me.’ He was 
babbling and trying to get air into his lungs. I wanted to straddle him but didn’t know if he had it 
in him to catch me. ‘You slinked out,’ he finally said.  
 
‘I didn’t slink.’ 
 
‘I thought it was better than saying you crept out. It doesn’t sound as harsh. Plus your hips have 
a slink to them. It made sense in my head, but now it doesn’t.’ I wanted to cry with joy at his 
adorable stuttering. ‘Tell me what you’re going back for,’ he said. We had drawn quite a crowd 
but all I could see was him. 
 
‘To get a job, sort my flat, pay my debts. Responsibilities—’ 
 
‘Things that mean nothing, Lucy.’ He was right. They didn’t mean anything—not without him. ‘I 
understand you want to be there for your dad, but that doesn’t mean you have to put your life on 
hold. I’m still here. You’re all I need. Just you. I can’t see myself feeling this way about anyone 
else. When I think about the future, all I see is you.’ 
 
I held my fingers across my mouth but my smile broke through. ‘My dad—’ 
 
‘Your dad needs to recognise that you’ve held yourself back for too long and you’re worth far 
more than you give yourself credit for.’ 
 
‘Wait!’ I shouted, holding up my hand. 
 
‘No, just listen.' He moved a step closer. ‘I've been thinking about the shop. I'm hiring you and 
promoting you to supervisor because Tiff needs constant supervision.' 
 
‘Hey, asshole,’ Tiff shouted from behind, arms crossed in full pissed off stance but smiling 
broadly. 
 
‘I thought about what you said, the job you enjoyed the most. We’ve been talking about 
expanding the business for a while now. This makes total sense. We can rent the space next door, 
knock through if we can, and start a coffee shop or café. You can run it once your dad’s 
recovered if it means you can stay here with me.’ He held out his hand. ‘Stay with me. I can’t let 
you go. I love you.’ 
 
The crowd that had joined us were silent waiting for my response. I looked at the faces of the 
people waiting for my next move; some were holding their breath, others smiling. One woman 
was clutching her heart and telling me to kiss the poor bastard. I laughed as I got closer, realising 
how absurd this was but relishing every highly romantic moment.  
‘My dad has trapped wind.' The crowd gasped. ‘He's been told to drink peppermint tea and 
change his diet.' The crowd laughed a little; I heard one man clear his throat. ‘He doesn't need 



me to go home.' A full on gasp swarmed through the crowd again. ‘I want to stay. I want you to 
teach me Spanish. I want to sit on the beach and stroke Arlo's ears down until he falls asleep in 
my lap.' He laughed deeply; I'd never heard such a beautiful noise. ‘I've never felt this way before 
and it's exhilarating. It’s wonderful. It’s…love.’ 
 
‘I couldn’t let you leave,’ he said, pulling me into him, his hands threading through my hair. ‘I 
couldn’t let you walk away from this—from us.’ He dug into the pocket of his jeans and pulled 
out a silver chain. My ankle bracelet. He had taken it off at the hospital, worried about the 
swelling, and I hadn’t thought to ask where it had gone. ‘I slipped this in my pocket at the 
hospital. I can’t explain why. I just wanted a piece of you. I’ve carried it around like a good luck 
charm ever since.’ He smiled as he bent down and fastened it around my ankle, slipping his 
finger through the space between, making me whimper, setting my nerves alive as only he could.  
Cheers filled the space around us as Adam finally pushed his lips to mine, meeting me for a 
hungry kiss that couldn’t be contained by the people watching or the loud buzz of the tannoy 
announcing the comings and goings of the airport.  
The noise fell to silence around us because all we could focus on was our bodies coming together 
again, entwining, back where they belonged. It was just us—Adam and Lucy—starting out on 
our journey where taking chances would become our theme. 
  



Epilogue. 
 
Six months later. 
 
‘Dad, you know what the doctor said.’ 
 
‘Sweetheart, I can’t help myself. You really are very good at this.’ He was already on his second 
piece of passion fruit cheesecake and we hadn’t officially opened yet.  
 
‘We need to take a picture before we officially open,’ Adam said, rounding us up. Tiff on one 
side and me on the other. Arlo was in the middle while Dad beamed at me from across the room.  
 
After Dad had left hospital, I’d returned home for a few days. I settled my debts, let go of my flat 
and spent time with Dad talking about Mum and what she’d wanted for me, telling him about 
Adam and how my love for him had grown into something I knew would only come once in a 
lifetime.  
Dad came out to Spain when I returned. He met Adam and spent some time in Mum's favourite 
places. After two weeks, he went home, sold his house and purchased a flat in Palma not far 
from the beach. He spent most mornings at the beach contemplating life. He even met a sweet 
lady living in the same complex as him. They enjoyed going out for evening meals and take strolls 
across the beach. He was happy and living a life Mum would have been ecstatic about. All I 
needed to sort now was his diet. 
 
‘Dad, no more cheesecake,' I said as I swiped the plate from him. I was nervous. After I moved 
in with Adam and Tiff, we’d spent the next couple of months redesigning the shop, changing the 
layout so that the touristy knick-knacks people loved would still be available to buy, but they 
would now have somewhere to sit to enjoy a coffee and a slice a cake. 
 
The café had taken time to plan but opening day finally arrived. ‘Ready?' Adam asked, taking my 
hand and pressing it against his mouth. 
 
‘I think so.’ 
 
He opened the door to a small crowd that had been invited to the opening, mainly friends but 
also some food writers from local papers. ‘Welcome, everyone, and thank you for coming. We 
want this place to be somewhere you can come and find a friendly welcome and a place to chill 
and get away from the afternoon heat. Lucy has worked hard on getting the menu just right. I’m 
so proud of her.’ Tiff made a gagging sound behind me. I looked over to Dad smirking at her; 
my heart squeezed. How did this happen to me? I thought back to the lonely woman getting off 
the plane who felt compelled to walk to the beach and find a place to sit and listen to the roll of 
the waves. Mum had led me to the water that morning, and now she had led me here. 
 
‘I now announce that Slipped on an Olive is officially open.' I put my arm through Tiff's and we 
walked towards the pink ribbon Adam had tied across the door. Together we picked up a pair of 
scissors, and after a count of three, we cut through the ribbon, laughing as the crowd cheered.  
 
Mum’s wish for me to take a chance, travel, fall in love and live a life that I loved had finally 
come true. I had found my happy ending. Not only had Mum led me to the water but she had led 
me to Adam too. 
 

The end. 
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The Music and Letters Series 

Let Me Be Your First 

When the decisions of her past affect the choices of the future, will Elle be able to 

find her happy ending? 

Elle Davis is a hopeless romantic and epic daydreamer, who’s always dreamed of love at 

first sight. But in her mission to find Mr. Right, Elle stumbles across Mr. Wrong…followed by 

Mr Too-Good-To-Be-True. 

And there’s another problem—she’s still a virgin. 

What’s a girl to do when she finally has the option of taking that next step? How about 

finding a happily ever after… even if it means accepting the consequences of past choices? 

Is Elle willing to save someone from their path of self-destruction, or end another’s search 

for their fairy tale? And will she break someone’s heart in the process, even if it’s her own? 

Dating really shouldn’t be this complicated. 

* * * 

Let Me Be Your Hope 

 

One regrettable lie drove them down very different paths. 

One rash decision forced them apart. 

Abi Sinclair is a determined social worker and committed party girl. But underneath the 

bravado and empty one-night stands, she’s hiding a broken heart… 

Jamie Dawson is Abi’s lost love, the only man who’s ever made her feel alive. When he 

left two years ago to take care of his terminally ill mother, they agreed to communicate only by 

letter, both believing their love was meant to be. 

Suddenly, Jamie is back, and he’s Abi’s new manager. Only, he’s a different man—too 

different. 

Desperate for answers, Abi must decide: is the love she and Jamie shared worth the risk of 

permanent heartbreak? Or can they recover what they lost all those years ago? 

* * * 

Let Me Be Your Truth 

http://mybook.to/Letmebeyourfirst
http://mybook.to/LetmebeyourHope
http://bit.ly/LMBYTUniversal


When opposites attract, there’s bound to be fire. 

Kate Roper has it all figured out—a successful career as a social worker, friends who love 

her, and a perfectly sensible, but boring, boyfriend. Then she meets Danny, a tortured artist with 

a troubled past. He’s everything Kate shouldn’t want, but Danny’s sexual confidence intrigues 

her, his tattoos enthrall her, and she craves all he has to offer. 

Art therapy sessions have saved Danny from his tormented past. But when Kate shows up 

with her positivity, paintbrushes, and flirty skirts, Danny can’t seem to escape the grim reminders 

of when he was left to bury the past under his addictions. 

Danny doesn’t do romance. 

He does sex. 

Amazing sex. 

He can teach Kate the art of orgasms so this Miss Goody Two-Shoes learns the difference 

between monotonous and mind-blowing. And as their relationship intensifies, their pasts collide. 

They soon find they have more in common than they first thought, but can Kate and Danny find 

their truths in each other? 

* * * 

Let Me Be Your Last 

Suspicion can drive you mad. But it can also prove you right. 

Gem Brown had it all. A successful husband, two gorgeous boys, and a life mapped out.  

Until the day she found her husband teetering on the edge of ecstasy, his mistress on her knees 

before him. The betrayal provided her with…clarity. She would never trust a man again.  Now, 

four years later, through the strength of friendship and love of her kids, Gem feels ready to start 

taking chances. Enter Josh. He’s a match made in heaven—or maybe it was Loveisintheair.com? 

Epic dates, swoon-worthy grand gestures, and a promise of happiness threaten her ‘men suck’ 

mantra.  But is Gem ready to fall in love again? Will she test the theory that high levels of sexual 

tension often lead to earth-shattering sex? Can Josh help her heal old wounds, or will ghosts of 

the past fail to let her go? 

* * * 

Stripped Bare 

I couldn’t deny that seeing my ex-boyfriend jiggling his junk in the face of an ecstatic 

bride-to-be was a complete mind hump. 

I didn’t normally get giddy over strippers, but this wasn’t any ordinary stripper. Ethan was 

my childhood friend, my teenage crush, the boy that featured in all of my firsts. 

We had made a childhood pact. If we didn’t find the right person to lose our virginity to 

by the time we reached eighteen we would be each other’s first. 

First kiss, first love… 

First heartbreak. 
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We had been apart for three years. 

I had forgotten how glorious he was. I watched him grind his hips to the music, creating a 

dance with the woman in front of him. But after the rip of Velcro, his thong thrown in my 

direction, his eyes finally focused…on me. 

Who knew being whiplashed by a sequinned thong would lead to a moment of clarity? It 

was time to start questioning everything that happened between us until I was left feeling bare. 

Stripped bare. 

* * * 

Sliding Home 

I was flying high with the Florida Falcons until an injury completely changed my life. 

Playing baseball had been my dream since I was a kid and America couldn’t get enough of the 

Brit who’d made it to the big leagues. The game was my world, but suddenly I couldn't do it 

anymore. I was bored. I was frustrated. So I filled the void. 

Sex was an easy answer for a pro ball player with an English accent, and soon my 

misdemeanours were splashed across the tabloids. Now I was a bad joke, a sleazy internet meme, a 

washed-up third-baseman who enjoyed playing with women more than playing the game. 

I was given an ultimatum: go home to England and turn things around, or face being 

dropped. My reputation had been knocked out of the park for the final time. I needed a lifeline. 

And then she showed up. An obstacle in my path struggling with a suitcase. 

Jess tempted me before I’d even left the States. But there was something more. She 

intrigued me. Could the actress with the knockout smile help turn my life around? 

I offered her a business arrangement she couldn’t refuse. No complications. No 

distractions. What could possibly go wrong? 

* * * 

A Novel Christmas 

Go to an island, my publisher said. Reclaim your writing mojo, he added. Be inspired, he 

suggested. Oh, sexy shenanigans, was I inspired. Drew Carolla would do that to a woman. 

Reclusive and brooding, an ex-pilot-come-sexy-woodcutter-come-luxury-wedding-venue-owner-

come…here. 

Writing romance doesn’t come easy when you don’t have a muse, and I was on a deadline. 

Four weeks to write my next bestseller or face being dropped by my publisher. Thankfully, 

watching Drew chop wood, sweaty and shirtless, soon had the words flowing like water through 

Cornish coastline rock pools. 

But Drew had his own stories to tell. Why did his luxury wedding venue no longer host 

weddings? Why did he scoff at the idea of romance? And why, despite that, did he look at me 

like he wanted to wake up on Christmas morning and find me naked in his bed? 

Conundrums. Drew was full of them. Too bad I wasn’t writing psychological thrillers. 
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http://getbook.at/ANovelChristmas


Would Drew Carolla, a man who didn’t believe in romance, inspire my greatest love story 

or leave me with unfinished chapters? 

* * * 

Lament 

Dear Grief Fairy, 

I’ve met a man who encompasses grief. 

Alexander Blayren, the brooding cellist. 

The man I crave. 

He’s rude, bold and brash, but I see what’s underneath. 

A man crying out. 

Surviving for the sake of his daughter. Just. 

Alexander didn’t believe you could survive grief. Loss had painted his life black, dimming 

the lights and quietening the music. 

But I didn’t agree. 

When I lost my family, dance was my therapy. Movement, my recovery. 

Could music be his? 

Would his notes be a reprieve; the strings, his lifeline? 

Or could his journey to survival begin with me? 

Through the body he studies as I dance, my cries of pleasure under his fingertips, or his 

arousal at my willing restraint? 

Grief Fairy, you understand me better than anyone. Can I relieve Alexander’s lament? 

Yours, 

Nat 

* * * 

One Night Only 

 

What if you met the right man at the wrong time? 

Stacey 

He’s a male escort. 

As in, he has sex for a living. 

As in, my hard limit. 

I’m supposed to be writing an article about him, not falling for him. 

But something about Matthew Shaw makes me want to suppress that hard limit. 

He’s smart, funny, and too beautiful for his own good. 

But he makes his money through orgasms…and I don’t share. 

I can’t. I won’t. 
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But I still want to. 

Matt 

There are reasons why I escort. 

Reasons no one knows. 

But when Stacey waltzes into my life, with her eager questions and fiery red hair, I start to 

imagine a different kind of life. The life I can’t have with her. 

She’s the one I’ve been waiting for. 

The gorgeous journalist who lights up a room. 

But how can I ask her to stay? 

If I stop, if I give up, I’ll lose everything. 

I wish I could tell her why. 

I can’t. I won’t. 

But, God, do I want to. 

This sassy heroine, swoony hero, soul-mates and fate story is a standalone and has a happily ever after. 

* * * 

One Take Only 

I didn’t mean to walk in on Will, my nerdy best friend, naked and pleasuring himself. But ever 

since I saw what the Clark Kent lookalike was hiding under his Superman T-shirts and Star Wars 

pyjamas, I’ve been unable to stop thinking about his…lightsaber. Yes, touching him would be 

great, finding out what he tastes like, amazing, but our friendship means too much to risk. 

After suffering a devastating loss, I lost myself. Will found me, held me, made me believe I could 

carry on. Volunteering at a LGBTQ+ sexual health clinic gave me purpose and a new focus to 

make a porn film that would take out the smut and replace it with love, realism and the message 

of safe, consensual sex. 

But to do that, I need Will again…as a photographer who can adapt his skills to filming porn… 

And definitely NOT for sexy sexcapades… 

So, I’ll stick to the banter with an edge of snark we do so well, project my sexual tension into the 

scene I’m directing, ignore his magnificent ass as he films the pop shot, and keep pretending that 

my best friend doesn’t make me want to risk it all. 

I didn’t mean to walk in on Will, naked and pleasuring himself. The same way I didn’t mean to 

fall in love on a porn set. 
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